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Stakeholders Review Lihir Agreements
The fifth meeting of the Lihir
Agreements Review was held in
Kavieng, New Ireland Province
from 19th-23rd of June.
In a media release from the
Independent Chairman of the Lihir
Agreements Review, Mr Brown
Bai, the meeting was attended by
all key parties including the New
Ireland Provincial Government
(NIPG), the Lihir Mining Area
Landowners Association (LMALA),
the Nimamar Rural Local Level
Government (NRLLG), Bishop
Ambrose representing the Diocese
of Kavieng & Manus, the various
departments representing the
State led by Minerals Resource
Authority (MRA) and Lihir Gold
Limited.
Mr Bai in welcoming the groups
asked all parties to remain
committed to the agreed process
and work together to ensure all
issues are properly addressed and
resolved.
The parties who are signatories to
the Integrated Benefits Package
(IBP) and the Memorandum of
Agreement (MOA) are to convene
and review these agreements
within a five year period of
the date of the signing. The

Stakeholders of the Lihir Gold Operations at a gathering at the Kavieng Hotel to review Lihir Agreements in June 2012. Pic taken
by LGL delegation.

agreements provide a road map to
achieving long term sustainable
development for the Lihirian
population through ensuring an
efficient mine operations that is
able to generate benefits for all
stakeholders.
Mr Bai said: “The parties have
clearly communicated their
expectations of this current round
of review and that is to ensure the
disputes that have prevented the

effective implementation of the
Lihir Sustainable Development
Plan (LSDP) are fully resolved in
order to realise the Lihir Destiny;
failure is not an option.”
To support the work of the
Independent Chairman, Mr
Bai, a secretariat has been
established to maintain minutes
and records of the meetings as
well as coordinating logistics for
the parties. A sub-committee

comprised of representatives
from each of the parties above
have been working under the
Independent
Chairman
to
progress issues raised at the main
review committee level. The subcommittee has the important
role of negotiating and resolving
many of these issues prior to full
endorsement by the main review
committee.
A significant outcome of the

recent meeting in Kavieng was
the signing of an agreement
between LMALA and NRLLG and
other parties that will pave the
way for implementation of the
2012 IBP projects and programs.
The two groups will now need to
meet and agree on how the IBP
social programs will be delivered.
Independent Chairman Bai
paid tribute to the traditional
landowners of Lihir stating:
“I acknowledge the support
provided by the traditional
landowners. This support needs
to remain strong in order for us
to conclude the review as agreed
by all stakeholders by the end of
October 2012.”
The Memorandum of Agreement
and the Integrated Benefits
Package are the foundation
agreements that cover mining
activities taking place on Lihir
and are signed between the
various tiers of government, the
Developer and the Landowners.
The agreements were first
signed in 1995, and were due for
review in 2000, however formal
review proceedings did not
commence until 2001 and the
review was completed in 2007
after the signing of the revised
agreements.

Lihir High School and LTTC launch Practical Technology Program
By Anasthesia Angoro

Lihir High School in a joint
venture with the Lihir Sustainable
Development Plan’s Education
Program and Lihir Gold Limited’s
Technical
Training
Centre
launched the Lihir High School
Practical Technology Program
on 2nd June in Lihir, New Ireland
Province.
The launching started with the
arrival of a select group of twenty
students who will be in the initial
program, and their parents,
followed by speeches and then a
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tour of the LTTC facilities to round
off the momentous event.
Nimamar Local Level Government
Education Chairman Martin
Zanayes in his speech before
launching the program said it was
a milestone for Lihir Education
and commended everyone who
worked hard to make it a reality.
Mr Zanayes also urged the first
twenty students who will be
benefiting from the program to
make use of the opportunity to
acquire trade skills and do well
because they are the pioneers of

the program.
LSDP
Education
delegate
who represented the LSDP
Management, Carlos Cyprus
thanked everyone who worked
tirelessly to make the program
become a reality.
Mr Cyprus said the program will not
only equip students with practical
and vocational skills in technical
trades but will also open a lot of
doors for them in terms of training
and employment opportunities.
He went on to reveal that
the program is a component

Lihirian youths
attend workshop
in Kavieng
Pg 3

Some of the twenty Grade 10 students who are the first to be in the Practical
Technology Program with invited guests posing for a photo outside the LTTC. Pic by
Anasthesia Angoro/MRPT.

of Lihir Gold’s Maintenance
Department’s Technical Training
Centre’s Community Education
Engagement Strategy for IBP 3
and will continue to be embedded

into LTTC’s delivery fabric.
The programs strategy is to build a
vocational bridging year between
Continued on page 3
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Wod 1 ikisim nupela skul bas
By Esther Sibona

Moa long 300 skul pikinini insait
long Wod Wan we i karamapim
ples Londolovit na Kapit nau iken
benefit long wanpela nupela skul
bas wea i statim ron bilong en
long 21 dei bilong Mun Mei, 2012.
Moni mak bilong dispela nupela
skul bas em K83,000 wea Wod
Memba bilong ol ibin baim na
kisim long sip ikam long Rabaul,
East New Britain provins long 17
dei bilong Mei.
Wod Wan Ekseketiv Ofisa na Bod
Siaman bilong Londolovit Taun
Elementeri Skul, Isidor Kamen
itok dispela nupela bas bai
halivim tru ol skul pikinini bilong
tripela skul, Londolovit Rural na
Urban, na Londolovit Integrated
Christian School (ICS).
As tingting bilong baim skul bas
em bilong lukim olsem ol skul
pikinini ino inap wokabaut o
pilai long sait bilong rot wea inap
kamapim birua.
“Planti taim, bai yu lukim ol skul
pikinini pilai long rot o long sait
bilong rot taim ol i wok long go

Pasta Betun Yangman bilong Londolovit Unaitet Sios blesim nupela skul bas long Lowa Londolovit ples long Sande namba 20 dei bilong mun Mei, 2012. Piksa em Esther
Sibona bilong MRPT ikisim.

o pinis skul na kambek long ples.
Dispela em ino seif bikos planti
kar isave go ikam long komuniti
olgeta dei,” Mr Kamen itok.
Wod Wan Kodineita Dorothy
Gegreio ibin igat wankain
tingting olsem Mr Kamen, na em
itok tenk yu long Wod Memba,

Vincent Ambiah na ol ekseketiv
bilong em na VPC siaman tu long
luksave bilong ol long edukeisen
na seifti bilong ol komuniti
memba bilong ol.
Dispela nupela 16-sita bas em i
namba fo kar dispela komuniti
i baim long halivim ol yet na ol

REACTING TO CHANGE
I observed with great interest
changes which are taking place in
the political history of our nation.
What interests me most was the
letter to the editor recently by a
younger person I presume, who had
to advice an older person (grand
chief) to recognize the need for
change in leadership.
Let me now put some light into
what I believe is a very critical
transitional period in the history of
our nation, something that must be
understood and appreciated.
Every one of us alive on planet earth,
is in a constant state of transition.
The white Americans resisted
change because they wanted to be
the only race to control the world
but life itself is moving forward,

nothing and nobody will remain the
same and hold onto power forever.
The strongest, the wealthiest and
even those who live quiet lives are
affected by change.
To a greater degree or lesser
degree, we are continually being
transported suddenly or gradually
into the new, the different, the
unexpected or the untried.
Change is in the air, it’s everywhere
and it is one of the most important
factors in life.
Whether change is imposed on us
or we have created ourselves by our
ignorance or by our good intentions,
sadly, most of us don’t manage
change effectively and positively
the way we should.
Some people believe that change

just happens and they don’t think
seriously about the effects change is
having on them, many also neglect
to initiate positive change for
instance in leadership that would
make a significant difference in
their lives, the lives of others and
the nation as a whole.
If nothing positive was done in
the first place then the majority
of us have basically ended up in
some way, the victims of unwanted
change.
Lately, certain legislative changes
have drawn mixed reactions
from individuals and groups who
reacted with suspicion contempt
and protest marches while others
simply surrender to the inevitable
and became victims of the elements

Our email address is:- lili@lglgold.com
For those who wish to send their letters by email. As a sign of good faith,
please provide your full name, contact details and include a pen name if
you wish.

narapela komuniti wantaim.
Pasta bilong Londolovit Unaitet
Sios, Pr Betun Yangman long
toktok bilong em bihain long em
ibin dedikeitim dispela nupela
bas i singaut long ol memba
bilong Londolovit komiuniti
of change.
A leader once said,” Neither a wise
man nor a brave man lies down on
the track of history to wait for the
train of the future to run over him.
“Since most people don’t prepare
themselves for change, they end
up reacting to change rather than
responding to change.
Reacting to change is like having a
negative attitude toward change in
other words taking an action against
change before really thinking about
it or its consequences.
When changes threaten our comfort
and long held positions we tend to
retreat into a world of denial.
When we attempt to protect
our fragile sense of comfort or
importance, we create a world of
our own rather than accept what is
happening in the real world.
For your information in the real
world, corruption is public enemy
No.1, thus, legislative changes to
the judiciary will enable us to fight
corruption to the very end.
Let us therefore understand and
embrace the reality of these vital
changes and commit ourselves to

long lukautim bas, noken larim
ol spakman i draivim o karim
ol spakman na yusim stret long
mekim wok bilong em.
“Dispela bas yumi putim pinis long
han bilong God olsem na yumi
mas lukautim na stap tru long tok
yumi mekim,” Pr Yangman itok.
fulfil the new role these changes
demand from us.
To deny these changes simply
means to minimize the value of
what is emerging.
lt also means to disrespect
reality and to make no room to
accommodate it, because you insist
on continuing business as usual,
when it’s no longer usual.
You live in an imaginary world that
has no relevance to the corrupt-free
world that has come into being,
because you have determined that
the past is better than the future.
Change is always the introduction
of the future to the present.
Change is tomorrow taking over
today, and a denial of these vital
changes is a decision to live in
yesterday.
Ekon Likaimi

Letters, comments, debates, issues are welcome
and can be addressed to:

The Editor,
Lihir i Lamel,
PO Box Londolovit,
Lihir Island, New Ireland Province
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Lihirian youths attend workshop in Kavieng
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Lihir Youths, who participated LSDP Youth and Leadership Empowerment workshop last month, with Lihir Sub-Distict Community Development Officer Jacklynne Membup.
Pic by Sam Yua/CPD.
By Christopher Tabel

The LSDP Youth and Leadership
Empowerment
Training
workshop on Community Health
Evangelism/Education (CHE) was
held at Goural Kapplaman in
Kavieng, New Ireland Province
from 21st-25th May.
Supported by the LSDP team
in Kavieng, the workshop was
facilitated by Rhondie Badcock
from the Nehemiah Association
with the aim to help the youths

understand the wholistic (mental,
physical, spiritual & psychological)
and holistic (biblical) approaches
to life.
“The training has built the
foundation of the youths to
take ownership of resources and
initiate changes in them, their
families and communities,” said
Ms Badcock.
Lihir Gold Limited’s Community
Planning and Development
Youth representative, Sam Yua
explained that the workshop

was in line with Lihir’s vision
of self reliance and financial
independence.
“The way forward, suggested
during the workshop was to have
the Lihir Mining Area Landowner
Association
(LMALA),
Lihir
Sustainable Development Plan
(LSDP), Newcrest Mining Limited
– Lihir Operations (NML) and New
Ireland Local Level Government
(NLLG) take ownership of the
program and model the training
on the island,” said Mr Yua.

He added that funding was made
available through LGL’s Fixed
Obligation for the week-long
program.
The CHE workshop included
thirteen participants (four females
and nine males) and included
topics covering; Community,
Community Needs and Resources,
Committee’s Role, Planning, and
Community doing planning for
their project. Lihir will model the
concept throughout all villages,
wards, and social institutions on
the island.

Lihir High School and LTTC for a
select group of twenty students
contemplating
prospective
vocational recruitment and to
provide learning exposure to
students’ intent on pursuing
tertiary career aspirations in
engineering and sciences.
Lihir Gold’s Superintendent
Maintenance
Training
and
Safety Bill Trail, after welcoming
everyone to the centre, said the
LTTC continues to grow from its
humble beginnings in 2008 when
it was first constructed.
Mr Trail said LTTC also continues
to own its corporate citizenship
responsibilities by being proactive
in engaging with communities
through providing lifelong
learning opportunities and in
doing so, Lihir Gold is proud to join
with Lihir High School to assist in
providing a practical technology
program.
However, he said the success of the
program rests on the shoulders
of students, teachers, trainers,
parents and the community.
The program is the first of its
kind in Papua New Guinea and
is based on the fundamentals of
technology and science. Initially
it will be rolled out using two
graduates assigned to LTTC.
The program will be delivered each
week on Fridays and Saturdays.

LMALA promotes sustainable agriculture projects
By Anasthesia Angoro

Lihir Mining Area Landowners
Association’s
Non-Mining
Programs team took a step
forward in achieving part of
the Lihir Destiny with the
demonstration of rice milling on
21st March 2012.
The demonstration took place at
the Londolovit oval on Lihir Island,
to show not only people in the
mine affected areas but also those
in the non-mine affected areas,
that there are other industries
that they can get involved in to
earn a living or go into business.
LMALA Non-Mining Initiative
representative Augustine Tukas
said the Non-Mining programs
also come under the programs
that will lead to the realization of
the Lihir Destiny.
In an interview after the
demonstration, Mr Tukas said
Village Planning Officers of Ward

4 in the Nimamar Local Level
Government have shown interest
in the project and have invited the
team to do similar demonstrations
in their ward.
Mr Tukas said he hopes to get
more interest from the people in
all the wards where his team will
have to come up with a plan and
schedule to visit each one of them.
He revealed that the rice farming
and milling project is one of the
projects they have identified
under the LMALA Non-Mining
Programs where he and Bruno
Minai are working together on.
“Mipela i laik go insait long
Agrikalsa indastris (We want to go
into the Agriculture Industry),” he
said.
“Tripla projek wea mipela iwok
long lukluk long en, em rais nau
na mini mill, narapla em dispela
wea ol lain long Kapit Relocation
wokim, kofi, na narapla wea

Newcrest tu iwok long kam insait
long en, em kakao projek (The
three projects that we are looking
into are rice and rice milling,
coffee, where the people from
Kapit Relocation are working on,
and finally one that Newcrest
is participating in, the cocoa
project),” Mr Tukas said.
He added that the idea is to get
people involved in non-mining
activities and not to rely heavily
on mining, to prepare them for
when the mine closes.
The rice that was milled for
demonstration purposes was
locally grown on micro farms in
the villages of Kunaye, Zuen and
Kinami.
Assistance in planting and
nurturing the rice to maturity
was provided by Lihirian students
who have attended various
Right: LMALA Non Mining Initiative Program represenntative Bruno Minai, checking
Agricultural Institutions in the out the mini - rice mill while hone of his colleague looks on. Pic by Anasthesia
Angoro
country.
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Schools celebrate World Environment Day
By Anasthesia Angoro

Schools across the main Lihir
Island and the outer islands
celebrated World Environment
Day (WED) from 1st - 8th of
June through various programs,
with the assistance of Lihir Gold
Limited’s Environment section.
The WED is recognised by
the United Nations General
Assembly as a day to stimulate
awareness of the environment,
promote environmental issues,
and to become active partners
in sustainable and equitable
development.
To promote the event in Lihir,
there were school competitions
and even one that involved Lihir
Gold employees and business
partners, where winners were
given prizes.Celebrations at Palie
Primary School on the south of the

island on 6th June, the actual date
for the celebrations, saw teachers,
students and stakeholders get
together for a day of awareness
about this year’s WED theme
“Green Economy – Does it include
you?”
Students at Lakuplien Primary
School and the surrounding
communities held their program

on 7th June at the school grounds.
During the ceremony, Bank
South Pacific Lihir Branch
Manager, Robinson Panako
made a powerpoint presentation
about BSP’s Go Green campaign.
The presentation outlined the
importance of WED and what
BSP is doing to promote best
environmental practices.

Mr Panako emphasised to the
students the importance of caring
and protecting the environment
as it is part of their homes, and
that it is everyones responsibility
to take care of it.
Lakuplien
Primary
School
Headmistress Maria Winaolin said
WED is educational to students, as
it provides a means for them and

their teachers to get information
about environmental issues and
concerns in the mining industry.
The program was run by schools
in the hope that it will continue
to educate students and the
community to promote low
carbon, resource efficiency and
social inclusiveness on Lihir
Island.

LGL welders receive Australian Local Business raise
funds to donate to POM
standard qualification
Cancer Relief Society

By Anasthesia Angoro

Two Papua New Guinean welders,
working for Lihir Gold’s Asset
Maintenance, received their
Australian Standard 3E Coded
Welding qualification from the
Welding Technological Institute
of Australia (WTIA) on 2nd June at
the Lihir Technical Training Centre
in Lihir, New Ireland Province.
Don Miro, who is from Gulf province
and Lihir’s very own, John Slappa,
who are both Metal Fabrication
and
Welding
Tradesmen,
worked very hard to achieve
this milestone for themselves,
their family, community and the
country as a whole.
Due to this training, Plant
Maintenance Supervisors are
already seeing the progress in
welding practices adding value
to the workplace based on these
two mens’ efforts and others who
are also training at the moment
to qualify. It will also help to
cut down on the organisation’s
reliance
on
experienced
expatriate tradesmen to conduct
this level of specialist job.
On presenting their Welding
Qualification, WTIA Examiner and

By Esther Sibona

Left: Don Miro and (right) John Slappa, showing their 3E Welding Certificate.

Senior Welding Trainer Ernie Betts
said both men were the only two
to pass their tests from a group
who took the training.
This qualification is by far the
most demanding of all to be
deemed competent in.
Mr Betts said both men worked
very hard and were good enough
to pass the exams.
He went on to reveal that those
welders and boiler makers who
did not pass have redone a
test and five more will also be
receiving their certificates and

Strenght

tickets.
Don Miro said he has been
successful in getting jobs all the
while he’s been working because
of his experiences in welding,
and to receive a certificate as
proof that he can do the job is a
milestone for him.
To John Slappa, it was a step
closer to achieving his dream of
becoming a welding inspector.
Both men are now preparing to
move onto 4E Standard then on
to achieve the Formal Welding
Inspection Qualification.

The event, though new to the
island was taken in well by those
who took part in it. The first was
hosted by the PNG Red Cross
Society, New Ireland Branch –
Lihir Sub Branch, and now a small
local business, Awella Books and
Stationery Ltd who teamed up
with Kokonas Services – a group
that consists of young people
in Lihir who focuses on creating
awareness around issues that
affect us today.
The combined group made a
donation of K500.00 to the Port
Moresby Cancer Relief Society Inc
(POMCRS).
During the event at the stationery
shop with employees, the owner
Charles Sorman said he was happy
to support health awareness
on Lihir Island. “While we look
at supporting sports and other
activities on the island, health is
an important aspect that we must
look at improving at our family
level,’ said Mr Sorman.
In a letter, President of the
POMCRS Dadi Toka (Jr) thanked

Awella Books and Stationery Ltd
and the Kokonas Services for their
participation in this year’s event.
“Through your support this
year, National No.1 Tea’s Biggest
Morning Tea event has proven to
be successful with nearly 1500
individuals participating enabling
us to raise over K33,000 worth of
funds,” said Mr Toka.
He said the support received
from raising these much needed
funds will help the POMCRS to
continue their work in supporting
the cancer wards, providing food
for patients, provide training
for nurses, and will enable the
organisation to print awareness
materials, and assist with the day
to day operations of the society.
“Since our inception in 2008,
we have worked in partnerships
with our supporters to provide
a dedicated Oncoloy Ward at the
Port Moresby General Hospital,
purchase medication and supplies
to ensure free treatment to cancer
patients, support the training
of medical staff and promote
awareness of cancer throughout
the community,” added Mr Toka.

My flesh and my heart may fail, but God is the strength of
my heart and my portion forever. Psalm 73:26
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Strong support for Walk Against Corruption
By Christopher Tabel

The Lihir Tutorme Women’s
Association (TWA) took the lead
in staging this year’s successful
Sir Anthony Siaguru Walk against
Corruption (SASWAC) in Lihir on
26th May.
The group comprised of families,
women
groups,
students,
mine workers, members of the
Royal PNG Constabulary force,
representatives from the Lihir
Gold Limited’s Community Liaison
and Sustainable Development
Department, and the general
public.
The event saw a peaceful five
kilometer walk around Londolovit
town with banners containing
anti-corruption
messages,
highlighting the need for more
accountability and transparency
in PNG governance.
Transparency
International
Papua New Guinea Chairman

School students from around Lihir, joining in the 2012 SASWAC event on Lihir Island. Pic by Christopher Tabel /MRPT.

Mr. Lawrence Stephen said in
an interview over the phone
that TIPNG has done a very good
job with SASWAC and now it is
watched all over the world.

He said to have a mining
community involved is very
exciting for TIPNG.
TWA President Helen Lusem was
pleased to see a unified approach

from stakeholders, and appealed
to leaders to be God fearing.
“God will bless us for what we have
done today. The bible says that
the fear of God is the beginning of

wisdom, and the person who does
not fear God will not have any
wisdom,” said Mrs Lusem.
She went on to say that corruption
affects everybody regardless of
their social or professional class
and explained that the purpose
of the walk in Lihir was not to
present a petition to any party
but instead, it was aimed at
highlighting the need for more
accountability and transparency
in general governance.
She thanked all those who turned
up and supported the event.
The SASWAC is a major
annual event initiated by the
Transparency International PNG
(TIPNG).
It raises operational funds for
TIPNG and provides a peaceful
avenue for ordinary citizens to
come together and express their
opposition to corruption and also
helps create a greater awareness
about corruption.

MOPU team create network with communities
By Esther Sibona

Over a hundred children from
Mazuz and Talis communities
were delighted to receive school
packs, slippers, toys, pajamas
and face towels from the Million
Ounce Plant Upgrade (MOPU)
Commissioning Team and Process
Plants International (PPi) who
visited their communities on 25th
May, 2012.
The idea of the gift giving day
started in MOPU’s meeting room
one morning in July last year when
someone swore unintentionally.
Upon hearing this, the
Commissioning Manager, Adam
Hamer then gave a talk on how
the team must be aware of the
type of language they use and
to be respectful of each other’s
cultures.
From there, one of the team
members present suggested that
for every swear word/bad word,
the person responsible must pay
K1 into a ‘Swear Jar.’
Everyone liked the idea and
agreed that all proceeds raised
will go towards buying slippers
for the children in Lihir.
“The idea of purchasing slippers
for the children came about during
a Social Awareness Training (SAT)
program that I attended where
I noticed that a lot of children

Children from Mazuz wearing their new slippers and standing with Dorothy Maliwai and Gaydee Quiatchon for a photo. Pic by the MOPU team.

did not have a pair,” said MOPU
Database Administrator, Gaydee
Quiatchon.
“But as the months went by, we
kept on adding school supplies
and other items to our list of gift
items,” she said.
This gift giving day was the first
since the ‘Swear Jar’ project was

initiated back in mid 2011, with
hopes for more to take place in
other communities. Ms Quiatchon
said the MOPU Commissioning
Team that comprises of nearly
90 people was delighted when
they saw photos that their team
brought back after the visit of
happy children receiving their

gifts.
She
added
that
social
responsibility is not only
the obligation of a certain
organization or business but
is something that comes from
within that individuals can do.
“It is an act of reaching to others in
a simple way,” Ms Quiatchon said

and thanked the Commissioning
Team, Adam Hamer for the
additional cash contribution, Ariel
Honrales for the additional school
supplies, Dorothy Koivi, Jaymie
Blake, Tess Caraan, Michelle
Pamfilo, Roseviola Ketna and
Jimmy Peter for their assistance
in this project.
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NIPG recieves K19 million from Mineral
Resources Development Corporation
By Frankiy Kapin

New Ireland Governor Sir Julius
Chan received a cheque of K19
million from the Managing
Director of Mineral Resource
Development
Corporation
(MRDC), Augustine Mano and
the Secretary for Department of
Treasury, Simon Tosali in Kavieng
on 19th May.
Sir Julius said the road to getting
this money hasn’t been an easy
ride; we have fought and in our
battle lost a lot of money. Sir
Julius said there is still a deficit
on the K19 million as the initial
figure amounted to K25 million
but that lost value impact by
the exchange rate on the Kina.
He also inquired to Secretary

the National Government.
Also the K5 million diverted to
the Lihir ring road by the former
Mineral Resources Authority
(MRA) management.
Sir Julius said the K25 million
has been budgeted for by his
Government and the National
Government must come good in
releasing the outstanding funds
to compensate the shortfall.
Also present to receive the
cheque was the Acting Provincial
Administrator Monovi Amani and
Acting New Ireland Provincial Administrator Mr Monovi Amani (left) receiving the
K19 million cheque from Managing Director of MRDC, Mr Augustine Mano witnessed
Chief Provincial Advisor Dr Bruce
by NIP Governor Sir Julius Chan with Secretary for Department of Treasury Mr Simon
Harris.
Tosali at the back. Pic by NIPG Media Unit.
The fund released was announced
Tosali to follow up and address Provincial Government (NIPG) a week before 19th May by Prime
the outstanding release of K14.7 used to fund the sealing of the Minister Peter O’Neil in Port
million owed to the New Ireland Buluminski highway in 2006 by Moresby.

Department of Lands Kokopo workshop
rolls out ILG and VCLR system reforms
By Anasthesia Angoro

Kokopo, East New Britain Province
played host to a three-day training
workshop on the reforms on
Incorporated Landowners Group
(ILG) and Voluntary Customary
Land Registration (VCLR) systems
from 30th April to 2nd May this
year.
The objective of the workshop
was to train and make awareness
to the people about the new
processes and procedures involved
under the new law on ILG and
VCLR.
A training manual about the
legal parameters that Papua
New Guineans who would like
to use their customary land for
development are required to
observe and operate in, was
handed out to the participants.
The Land Groups Incorporation
(Amendment) Act 2007 was passed
through parliament in 2009 and
made some major changes to
the processes and procedures of
registering ILG’s.
Some of the new and stricter
requirements for incorporation
include a person being a member
of not more than one ILG, an
application must contain a list of
proposed members (which was
optional previously) and birth
certificates or certified copies of
birth certificates.
The Papua New Guinea

Lihir Gold Operations on Lihir Island, NIP. Pic: MRPT file photo.

Government introduced the
reforms in 2007 as a result of
the 2005 Land Summit in Lae,
followed by a decision made by the
National Executive Council (NEC)
to establish the National Land
Development Taskforce (NLDT),
which was tasked to identify
problems and issues relating to
land administration, land dispute
resolution mechanisms and how
best to access customary land for
development purposes.
In his presentation to the
workshop
participants,
Constitutional and Law Reform

Commission Secretary Dr Eric
Kwa revealed that the current
reforms came about because
often times, foreign concepts
of land ownership conflict with
indigenous peoples’ beliefs.
Dr Kwa said the underlying
reason is to empower landowners
especially the clan, to register
their communal land through ILG’s
which will become the vehicle for
benefit sharing.
He added that this law stops
individuals from selling land
without the clan’s consent
however, if this law does not

work, it can be changed.
As part of the implementation of
the new reforms, all existing ILG’s
will cease as of 1st March, 2012 to
28th February, 2017 and all must
register as per the new reforms.
In order to be registered, ILGs’
must have input from District and
Provincial Lands officers.
The major reason for the
reforms is the danger that
Papua New Guineans third to
fourth generations from now
will become landless because
of marriage outside of local,
provincial boundaries.

NIPG plans to
improve 2013
Ward Level
Projects program

Construction works on the Punam Bridge
NIP. Pic by NIPG Media Unit.
By Anasthesia Angoro

New
Ireland
Provincial
Administration is looking at
improving their Ward Level
Projects program in 2013.
New
Ireland
Provincial
Administrator Monovi Amani
revealed in a press release in May
when making an announcement
on the closing of applications for
ward level projects.
Mr Amani stated that next year
funds for such projects will be
released at the ward level so that
people at that level (ward and
village) can be the ones to decide
on how to spend their funds.
The Ward Level Projects is a new
initiative by the NIPG and NIPA
where each of the nine LLGs are
provided with K400,000 to be
equally divided amongst wards in
respective LLGs
“The intent of the program is
to make certain funds get to
the ward level for development
priorities of the people at the
ward and village levels,” Mr Amani
said.
He said the program has been
a success so far although it was
a bit confusing, the Provincial
Administration received about 3,
500 proposals this year which is
more than what they could fund.
Mr Amani said LLG Planners were
therefore, directed to take the
proposals back to the wards in
their respective LLGs’ and let the
people decide which projects
should be funded first.
“We intend to hear the voice of
the people and respond to it,” he
reiterated.
Next year, funds will be forwarded
to the ward level accounts.
Mr Amani said funds will be
released as long as its uses are
acquitted, and that every ward
level project will be completely
under the control of people at the
local level.
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The history behind the Lihirian Dictionary
By Luke Kabariu, Newcrest
Cultural Awareness and the Lihir
Cultural Heritage Association,
and Simon Ziegler.

In this issue, we introduce you to
Father Karl Neuhaus’s Grammar
of the Lihir language.According
to Simon Zeigler, ‘one of the most
important papers about the Lihir
language is the 1954 document
Grammatik der Lir-Sprache in
Melanesien.’ It was written by
the German Catholic priest and
recently translated into English by
ethnologist and linguist, Simon
Ziegler. There are other articles
and a booklet by Neuhaus in
German yet to be translated to
English.
We introduce Simon Ziegler to the
Lihir community and thank him for
locating Fr Neuhaus articles and
for translating them and working
hard to complete the Neauhaus
grammar ready for publication.
He located other documents
about Lihir and wrote to Germany.
Lihirians are fortunate, these
documents are now available on
the island for Simon to translate
from German to English.
In the May issue of the Lihir i Lamel,
Newcrest Cultural Awareness and
the Lir Kalsarel Eritij emphasised
in the tok pisin article, Lir Kalsarel
Eritij Plen bilong menisim kalsa
bilong yumi, ‘Tok Ples or Ailen i
mas stap yet na olgeta Lir i mas
save gut long trupela tokples Lir.’
The Lihir language, as outlined in
the Lihir Cultural Heritage Plan
and figuratively represented
as one of the corner posts of
five “house posts”, is of great
significance to the people of Lihir.
Fr Neuhaus was born in Germany
on 16th October 1884. After
having received the ordination
to Priesthood in 1910, he
immediately volunteered to do
missionary work in New Ireland
Province. Fr Neuhaus first visited
the Lihir Island Group in 1913,
but it was not until 1932 that he
was able to return for a longer
stay. In that time he founded a
mission station in Komat and with
the help of the people from Lihir
he was able to collect precious
information about the Lihir
language and the Lihirian way of
life. Fr Neuhaus continued living
in New Ireland Province until his
death in 1944. He died in Rabaul
in the turmoil of World War 2
through Japanese militia.
Fr Theo Aerts, a Catholic historian

Illustrations were taken from the Lihir
Piksa Diksanari Trial Edition made by SIL
International in 2002.

Ethnologist and Linguist Simon Zeigler with a copy of the Grammar of the Lihir language. ‘One of the most important papers
about the Lihir language is the 1954 document Grammatik der Lir-Sprache in Melanesien he has translated from German to
English. Pic by CA section.

wrote in his article, “May they rest
in Peace”, ‘the 50th anniversary
of the Pacific war of 1942-1945
triggered quite a few research
projects, and unearthed a lot of
questions and with the hindsight
of 50 years some answers are now
possible which people were unable
to give earlier. It is said that one
day in 1942, he (Fr Neuhaus) and
his neighbour Fr Hemig were
brought from New Ireland to
Rabaul for interrogations. They
spent six months there in prison,
and were released. Fr Neuhaus
obtained permission to return to
his station at Namatanai.’
Fr Theo Aerts wrote,‘It is probable
that Fr Neuhaus shared the fate of
his neighbour, Fr Hemig who was
executed, sometime in March 1944,
at the Kavieng wharf. In an article
by Fr Leo Brenninckmeyer MSC,
which appeared in the German
Monatshefte (and was only seen
in a private English translation),
Fr Neuhaus is mentioned together
with Fr Kutscher, Fr Kohlstette and
Br Zumkley; they also died on the
Kavieng south wharf, and that
might be the closest conjecture
possible.’
Fr Neuhaus observations of daily
life activities on Lihir and the

detailed documentation of the
language are nicely captured in
his book. It shows how the Lihir
language and its dialects were
used and how the language relates
to neighbouring languages of the
area. It is the only document that
fully describes the grammar of the
Lihir language while providing a
fascinating insight into the life on
Lihir from almost a century ago.
Listed below are two rather funny
extracts from the document. In
the first example, Fr Neuhaus
asked Lihirian people what they
were actually laughing about.
Their answers pointed, among
other things, to all kinds of
deformations of the human body.
In this case the nose:
•
yus po “bent nose”
•
yus rambón “thick nose”
•
yus kuér “angular nose”
•
yus mon “flat nose”
•
yus war “dented nose”
•
yus parés “wide nose
(with big nostrils)”
Women too, are frequently
mentioned, this time in a list of
expressions by which Lihirian
people characterize their fellow
men.
•
an inventive expression
is: a i/wat las len gian tep “the one

who is stretching out her legs into
the food basket”. That refers to a
woman who eats everything, who
leaves nothing in the food basket
for the next morning so that it is
not worthwhile hanging it up to
keep mice away. She throws it on
her bamboo camp and stretches
her feet inside the basket
whenever she is laying down to
rest.
Cultural Awareness and the
Cultural Heritage will continue to
engage Simon Ziegler to translate
seven other articles and one
booklet that Fr Karl Neuhaus wrote
between 1912 and 1934 when
he was living in Namatanai/New
Ireland and from 1932 onwards
in Komat/Lihir. These documents
were written in German and
published by the Hiltruper
Monatshefte, the editorial branch
of MSC in Germany.
The articles span a timeframe
of over 20 years and reflect the
transition of pre-Christian times
to the steady acceptance of
Christian faith in the New Ireland
Province in general and on Lihir
Island in particular. Fr Neuhaus
depicts this period by reproducing
stories of older people with
regard to intertribal conflicts and

by portraying early conflicts
between the German colonial
power and people on New
Ireland and on Masahet.
This is completed by his
observations of daily life as a
missionary in Namatanai and in
Komat.
The booklet is an ethnographic
account of religious notions in
the New Ireland Province that
predate Christianity.
While the main focal point is
based on belief systems of the
Pala on New Ireland, Fr Neuhaus
frequently points to differences
and similarities of adjoining
islands, including Lihir.
At the time of writing, he was
already living in Komat, which
surely contributed to the
comparative quality of his work.
This document is a precious
contribution to Lihirian cultural
heritage, with regard to the
ethnology of religion in preChristian times.
In interviews with older Lihirians
baptised by Fr Neuhaus between
1920 -1940, one remembered
that his mum and dad and other
elders
Continued on page 13
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Komuniti Raun Raun

Long las mun na dispela mun wantaim, planti ol kibung ibin kamap long Lir. Tasol, tupela kibung wea ibin kamap fes taim long ailan em Sir Anthony Siaguru Walk Against
Corruption (SASWAC) bilong TIPNG na provinsel dei selebreisen bilong Autonomous Region of Bougainville (AROB). Long taim bilong SASWAC, ol mama bilong Lir Tutorme Women’s
Association na ol yuts ibin go pas long progrem wantaim halivim ikam long Lir Polis long makim dispela dei. Long provinsel dei bilong AROB, pairap bilong mambu ben mekim lek
bilong ol manmeri sek sek long danis.

Polis man na meri husait istap wok long Lir, joinim ol mama, yuts, na skul pikinini long wokabaot againsim
korapsen long ailan. Piksa em Esther Sibona/MRPT i kisim.

Tupela bik meri bilong Lihir Tutorme Women’s Association wokabaot wantaim ol sumatin na tisa bilong
Lihir High school long taim bilong SASWAC long Lihir. Piksa em Christopher Tabel /MRPT i kisim.

Ol sumatin bilong Lakuplien Praimeri na Sekunkun Praimeri skuls, wantaim ol tisa bilong ol bung wantaim
long wokabaot againsim korapsen. Piksa em Esther Sibona/MRPT i kisim.

Famili bilong Lukis Romaso kisim liklik malolo bihain long ol i patisipeit long TIPNG Walk Against
Corruption long Lir Ailan Long left: Lorna, Clara na Lukis. Piksa em Esther Sibona/MRPT i kisim.

Ol meri Buka husait kam long Lir wantaim mambu ben long selebreitim AROB Provinsel Dei. Piksa em
David Haigh/MRPT i kisim.

Chris Ninich bilong Mumut Raiders 8-bal tim makim waitpela bal na rere long sinkim narapela bal. Piksa
em David Haigh/MRPT i kisim.

Wanpela danis grup bilong ol meri Buka, singsing na danis long beat bilong mambu ben long Agina Park,
Lir Ailan. Piksa em David Haigh/MRPT i kisim.

Ol pikinini wantaim ol mama bilong ol na ol femili poro bilong Buka komuniti long Lir bung wantaim na
danis long selebretim AROB Dei. Piksa em David Haigh/MRPT i kisim.
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Namatanai District Mini Games, Lihir

Long dispela mun, ibin gat tu wanpela bikpela pilai bilong Namatanai distrik wea ol i kolim long Namatanai District Games. Dispela pilai ilukim ol tims ikam long faivpela ol LLG long
distrik long pilai na wokim seleksen bilong makim distrik long provinsel games wea bai kamap long Kavieng long mun Julai. Ol Artotolam Youth na Sports Association ibin go pas
wantaim halivim bilong, LSDP, Lihir Namatanai Sub-District Community Development na Lihir Gold Limited long wokim dispela kibung ikamap long Lir.

Ol manmeri ino wari long rein, ol sanap wantaim umbrella long witnessim opeening seremoni bilong
Distrik Games. Piksa em Christopher Tabel/MRPT i kisim.

Mambu ben provaidim entertainment long ol taim bilong malolo long opening seremoni bilong distrik
games. Piksa em Christopher Tabel/MRPT i kisim.

Tim Central New Ireland na Nimamar salens long taim bilong Namatanai Distrik Games. Piksa em
Christopher Tabel/MRPT i kisim.

Tupela tim i pilai strong long soim olsem ol iken makim tim Namatanai long New Ireland Provinsel Games
long Kavieng. Piksa em Christopher Tabel/MRPT i kisim.

Ol meri traim pilai strong long kamap Volleyball Kwins bilong Namatanai distrik. Piksa em Christopher
Tabel/MRPT i kisim.

Tupela plaia bilong Volleyball game bilong ol man bilong tim Nimamar na Central New Ireland, traim long
blokim ball long pilai bilong ol. Piksa em Christopher Tabel/MRPT i kisim.

Wanpela femili raun long Londolovit field long lukim ol pilai wea i kamap long Namatanai Distrik Games.
Piksa em Christopher Tabel/MRPT i kisim.

Ol manmeri na pikinini bung long Londolovit oval long lukim wanem LLG bai winim Namatanai Distrik
Games. Piksa em Christopher Tabel/MRPT i kisim.
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Lihir Sustainable Development Project - OHS Practice Program
Information provided by LSDP Education

Observing health and safety
in the workplace is vital and
significant for any one person.
Hefty penalties can result in not
observing safety practices in the
workplace. Penalties can be loss
of life, Lost Time Injury, and can
cost companies millions of kina
because of careless practice in
the workplace. Lihir Sustainable
Development Project – Education,
in March embarked on Safety
Practices in the workplace. In
April, in one of the workshops
called the ‘Enable Workshop’ in
Port Moresby, the group looked
at ‘Duty of Care’ a component
of their Safety program on how
employees of any company or
organisations can care for each
other in times of danger, disasters
or any emergencies. They looked
at the First Aid Kit, contents it
holds and how these contents
can be used when need be.
Furthermore, the group looked at
CPR and how this can be applied
to someone who has fallen victim
to heart attack or any other
activities leading to an attack.
On Sunday, 3rd June, LSDP
Education through the OHS and
S Department – Emergency
Response Team, looked at:
Elements of Fire, Different

Kosmaiun Elementary School

Location
Year Established
Current Total Enrolment
TIC
Grades
Staff
Male
Female
BOM Chairman
Curriculum Taugh:

Ward 10
1998
44 students
Ruth Pilai
Prep - E2
3
2
1
Emmanuel Kuniyo
OBE

Inspirational Quotes
From left to right: Liz Daimol looking on, Allen Evera (OHS Trainer) assisting
Margaret Maru do the CPR while Kila –Vele Kila times the CPR Process. Pic by LSDP
Education

Classes of Fire, Methods of
Extinguishments, Extinguishing
Agents, Fire Extinguishers.
Despite Edward Warkia’s busy
schedule, the four hours training
was a success with each trainee
having the feel of what’s it was
like to put out fire. The LSDP
Education Group was thankful for
having gone through the training.
The training was enhancing
and rewarding as it opened the
eyes of the participants, making

them see the cruelties of fires
and how people can fight it with
the knowledge of the use of fire
extinguishers.
Simple lessons learnt from the
fire training were: “Being cool
saves lives” which simply means
not to panic in case there is a fire,
because being cool, calm and
collected, you can think carefully
and critically as to what you can
do and how you can either get
help or help put out the fire.

“Education is the most powerful weapon which
you can use to change the world.” Nelson
Mandela
“Education is our passport to the future, for
tomorrow belongs to the people who prepare for
it today.” Malcolm X
“Who dares to teach must never cease to learn.”
John Cotton Dana
“Good teaching is one-fourth preparation and
three-fourths theater.” Gail Goodwin

Pratical Technical Training Programs will open doors
By Anasthesia Angoro

Education programs like the
first ever High School Practical
Technology Program for Lihir and
Papua New Guinea as a whole,
enhance students learning.
This was the message given
by the Lihir Sustainable
Development Plan’s Education
Program representative Carlos
Cyprian during the launching
of the HSPTP Program on 2nd
June at Lihir Gold Limited’s
Technical Training Centre (LTTC)
on Lihir Island.Mr Cyprian said
the planning of the program took
several months of discussions and
negotiations between LTTC, Lihir First intakes of the Practical Technology Program with their parents listening to speeches during the programs launching. Pic by
High School and Lihir Sustainable Anasthesia Angoro/MRPT
Development Plan’s Education equip them with practical and from Lihir High School who will Mr Cyprian added that for these
vocational skills in the technical be benefiting from the program, students the program will
Programs Division.
He said it will not only enhance trades, and open a lot of doors for escorted by their parents to enable them to venture into
witness the launching and their technical trade and science fields
the learning and education of training and employment.
students who attend and will Also present at the launching induction about the facilities throughout PNG and the world.
“Students, this program is
attend Lihir High school, but will were the first 20 selected students available at LTTC.

Quote of the month

designed for you. Take advantage
of this opportunity and run with
it to accomplish your goals and
dreams,” he said.
He told the lucky students that
the global society is experiencing
a mining boom and that if they
work hard, they may be part of
a growing group of Papua New
Guineans being offered jobs
overseas.
“It is simply because of initiated
programs such as the Practical
Training Program where young
Papua New Guineans are trained
to be skilful and knowledgeable
to meet the demands of the need
of technical expertise,” added My
Cyprian.
Demand for Papua New Guinean
trade skilled workers for overseas
jobs is growing because of
initiated programs such as the
Practical Technology Program.

Develop a passion for learning. If you do, you will never cease to grow.

ENVIRONMENT
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Celebrating World Environment Day
Edited and compiled by Lihir Gold, Environment Section

The 2012 World Environment Day
held on June 5th every year is a time
used to promote environemtal
awareness. This years Global

Theme is: Green Economy: Does it
include you? The National theme
is
Environmentally Friendly
Business Ethics: Are you in it? or in

Lihir Language “Ae nes ke penetz
pet ina sogokata a mamalie giet:
E ru rarum te wa?
There are 3 Es centred on the 2012

WED theme.
These are:
Economy – money (modern world
of money).

Ecology – We care for our
environment (resources).
Social Equity – Livelihood,
cultures.

A total of 41 Lihirian schools
participated in this year’s World
Environment Day celebrations.
These included Elementary,
Primary, Community and TopUp schools as well as Lihir
International School and Lihir
High School.

Schools were notified in advance
by the NML Environment WED
Committee
regarding
the
WED and were provided with
background information and
suggested activities to support
their WED programs.
The competitions carried out

throughout all the schools were
as follows:
yy High School & Upper Primary
SchoolsEssay
Writing
Competition
yy Lower Primary Schools- Poster
Competition
yy Elementary Schools- Poem

Writing Competition
In support of their WED programs,
the WED steering committee
led by the environment team
organised for prizes and
awarded the best 3 students per
category (Elementary, Lower and
Upper Primary) prizes for their

outstanding efforts.
In addition, a mine tour was
organised for the essay winners
and they had an opportunity
to tour both the mine and the
process plant areas.

Figure1 (a). Lakaziz Topup Students presenting a
drama reflecting the WED theme

Figure 2. A Drama on Reforestation presented by
Student of Lakaziz for WED CELBRATIONS

Lakaziz Topup celebrated WED in
style on the 5th of June 2012.
The theme of WED was understood
well by the students and their
teachers and this was displayed
in their dramas, songs, and poems
presented on the day.
They also added green to the day
by planting trees.
Below is a brief scoop of the
activities:

down some trees for the houses.
Somehow some villagers who
weren’t present during the
awareness but frequent the forest
to hunt saw those cutting trees
from the forest and started a fight
and the police had to be called in
to ease the situation.

Awareness - Drama

Tokra Logging - Debate

The Very Best Tree - Poem

A grade three class presented a
poem based on the many uses of
Newcrest Environment Team the trees.
A group of grade six girls presented
a play on the Environment
team going into a village to do
awareness on the environment
“Green Economy” does it include
you? After the awareness the
villagers decided to go and cut

The students presented on
the advantages and the
disadvantages of logging.
These were some of their points:
Trees are harvested from the
forest and brought to the
factories.

Figure 3. A Palie Primary School student and his
teacher doing a musical drama on WED.

From factories we get timbers,
papers, etc.
At the same time the smoke
from the factories pollute the
atmosphere and the forests are
destroyed.

Reforestation - Drama

A student from the village in
which a logging company has
destroyed its forest was away on
study at a university.
During her holiday, she came back
to the village and was saddened
to see the forest being destroyed.
She convened a meeting with the
villagers and convinced them to
do something about the destroyed
forest.
They agreed to reforest the
destructed area, which they did

For further information on this month’s article, please feel free to contact NML Environment on 9865334.

Figure 4. Palie Primary School students reading
WED Competition posters, poems and essays.

and eventually the area was It is the absence of this
covered with trees.
responsibility which is causing
Summary of the WED problems on our streets,
Celebrations
residential areas and other public
In all the schools visited by the places.
Environment team, most of the Way Forward
students demonstrated a level of Taking action on Green Economy
understanding on the WED theme requires an ongoing commitment
which was mainly advocating on to changing lifestyle and
low carbon, resource efficiency therefore is not a one-off action.
and social stability.
Your new lifestyle demands that
It was very encouraging to see you are Green Economy conscious
students actively participating in all your choices - consumption
in their school organised WED and actions.
programs.
Please give a human face today
Their involvement in the activities to the environmental issues
has helped them develop a sense affecting our country, home &
of environmental responsibility, society and together we can make
which is so essential in our a change for the better.
everyday life.
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Dr Merilee Frankish visits Palie
Health Centre on Lihir Island

Helt Tok
wantaim

The Risks of Smoking
Tobacco is the single greatest cause of preventable death globally.
Tobacco use leads most commonly to diseases affecting the heart
and lungs, with smoking being a major risk factor for heart attacks,
strokes, chronic obstructive pulmonary lung diseases (COPD) and
particularly lung cancer. It also causes peripheral vascular disease
and hypertension The effects depend on the number of years that a
person smokes and on how much the person smokes.

Palie Health Centre. File Pic/MRPT
Information provided by ADI

This report is from Dr Merilee
Frankish trip to the Nimamar
Local Level Government area,
specifically her visit to the Palie
Health centre where she treated
patients and conducted training.
Following is an extract of her
report from the ADI E-Newsletter
website: www.adi.org.au.

Palie Health Centre
“The HEO is outstanding
[…] however, staff are
desperate for basic water
supply,
lighting
and
equipment.”
Our first stop was Palie Health
Centre, which serves a catchment
population of almost 6,000
people. It’s well supported with
weekly visits and telephone
advice from the GP at Lihir Medical
Centre and an outstanding HEO
who is hardworking, clever and
dedicated. However, staff are
desperate for basic water supply,
lighting and equipment.
This area suffers extremely high
rates and poor management of
malaria and TB. Both programs
were recently taken over by
private bodies, Population
Services International and World
Vision respectively, so there are
still teething problems. The new
malaria testing and treatment is
simple and highly effective and
will be a boon once adopted in
its entirety. Diarrhoeal diseases
are also very common as pigs
roam free and hygiene is not

appropriate.
During my time there I saw
patients and conducted ward
rounds (using my rudimentary tok
pisin).
I treated a five-year-old boy with
a cleft lip and palate and referred
him for surgery – it’s anticipated
that Lihir Sustainable will help
with costs. At the request of the
HEO, I undertook the supervision
and teaching of a woman
requiring an iron infusion.
The woman was from the
Highlands visiting relatives and
had caught severe malaria, as she
had no previous immunity (kind
of like me!) She was adamant
she would never return to the
lowlands where “there is too much
sickness”; she could be right.
“This is adult education:
drills, scenarios and […]
the staff were excited,
involved and will hopefully
remember at least some
strategies.”
I also carried out some lively
interactive clinical scenarios
involving me being a pregnant
woman giving birth to a baby
with stuck shoulder. A baby had
recently died from this condition,
so we were able to practice using
drills, correct management and
support for the baby. PNG’s infant
mortality rate is 52/1000 live
births – by comparison, Australia
has 4/1000 and the Solomon
Island’s 30/1000.
The stated aim for PNG is to
decrease this rate to 20/1000.
Seventy percent of deaths occur

in the 48 hours around delivery
time. PNG’s maternal mortality
rate is the highest in the AsiaPacific region, with a lifetime
risk of maternal death of 1 in 94
(Australia has 1 in 7,400). Sixty
percent of maternal deaths are
related to infection and postpartum haemorrhage.
It is my desire to play a tiny part
in helping to reduce these figures
during my six months here. The
PNG National Department of
Health recently released a new
Obstetric Handbook, which most
health workers don’t know about,
so I am teaching directly from this
book.
We also practised resuscitation
on a drink bottle as a model for a
baby. The HEO was very perplexed
– saying “but it doesn’t have a
mouth”. “Pretend please,” I said.
The staff became very involved
and we learnt how to deal with
various emergencies with the
current equipment (or lack of)
in the actual health centres.
We explored many other areas
including breech and bleeding
after the baby is born – talking
about some newer methods.
This is adult education, not just
didactic lectures: drills, scenarios
and as a PNG person stated, the
staff were excited, involved and
will hopefully remember at least
some strategies.
As a result of this feedback, ADI
is pricing some practice models/
dummies we can leave in the
larger health centres and a mini
one I can take on patrol.

Starting smoking earlier in life and smoking cigarettes higher in tar
increases the risk of these diseases. Also, environmental tobacco
smoke, or secondhand smoke, has been shown to cause adverse
health effects in people of all ages. Cigarettes sold in underdeveloped
countries tend to have higher tar content, and are less likely to be
filtered, potentially increasing vulnerability to tobacco-related
diseases in these regions.
The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that tobacco has
caused 5.4 million deaths in 2004 and 100 million deaths over the
course of the 20th century. Similarly, the United States Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention describes tobacco use as “the single
most important preventable risk to human health in developed
countries and an important cause of premature death worldwide.”
A person’s increased risk of contracting disease is directly proportional
to the length of time that a person continues to smoke as well as the
amount smoked. However, if someone stops smoking, then these
chances gradually decrease as the damage to their body is repaired.
A year after quitting, the risk of contracting heart disease is half that
of a continuing smoker. The health risks of smoking are not uniform
across all smokers. Risks vary according to amount of tobacco smoked,
with those who smoke more at greater risk. Light cigarette smoking
still poses a significant (though reduced) health risk, as does pipe
and cigar smoking. Smoking so-called “light” cigarettes does not
reduce the risk.
Tobacco use most commonly leads to diseases affecting the heart
and lungs, and most commonly affect areas such as hands or feet
with first signs of smoking related health issues showing up as
numbness, with smoking being a major risk factor for heart attack,
COPD, emphysema and cancer particularly lung cancer cancers of the
larynx and mouth and pancreatic cancer.
Overall life expectancy is also reduced in regular smokers, with
estimates ranging from 10 to 17.9. years fewer than nonsmokers.
About one half of male smokers will die of illness due to smoking.
The association of smoking with lung cancer is strongest, both in the
public perception and etiologically. Studies have shown that among
male smokers, the lifetime risk of developing lung cancer is 17.2%;
among female smokers, the risk is 11.6%. This risk is significantly
lower in nonsmokers: 1.3% in men and 1.4% in women.
If one looks at men who continue to smoke tobacco, the risk increases
to one in six. Historically, lung cancer was considered to be a rare
disease prior to World War 1 and was perceived as something most
physicians would never see during their career. With the postwar rise
in popularity of cigarette smoking came a virtual epidemic of lung
cancer
Please try your best to quit smoking and if you cannot, seek medical
advice.
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From page 7

The most important book in Lihir
Information provided by Luke Kabariu, Newcrest Cultural Awareness and the Lihir Cultural Heritage Association, and Simon Ziegler.

Continue from page 7
told him stories of Fr Neuhaus. The
87 year old Michael Solgas (born
1925) of Masahet Island said, ‘I saw
Fr. Neuhaus when I was a child but
could not remember him well. He
baptised me as the third MSC priest
of Lihir after Pater Pegel who was
stationed at Rabu, Ulaputur West
Coast Namatanai where the Catholic
Church was first established. Then
Pater Maura stationed at Lahur in
Namatanai. The two priests also
looked after Lihir before Fr Neuhaus
came to set up a permanent
Catholic mission at Palie where he
became the first permanent priest.
He built a church building, a priest
house and a brothers house now
the current sisters convent still
stands at Palie mission today. He
also built permanent priest houses
at Masahet, Malie, Lonabare and
Mazuz. After Fr Neuhaus, came Fr
Karl Schluetter who established
the mission schools and Aid Posts.
Then other priest came; Fr Waigel,
Fr Sebastian, Fr Weikam, Fr Beka,
Fr Muller, Fr Peter Vauvro, Fr Joe
Glaxner, Fr Tom Burns, Fr John
Cavak and Fr Steven Boland the last
of the expatriate MSC missionary
priest to Lihir’.
Solgas said, ‘I grew up and heard
stories from old people that Pater
Neuhaus is a friend of the people,
spent time in villages and haus
bois during his free time, observed
daily activities, recorded events
and noted down stories in his

Lihirian community leaders take time off for a picture with the SIL participants after completing the week-long workshop to compile the Lihirian
picture dictionary in February this year. Piksa em Christopher Tabel/MRPT i kisim.
book.’ He looked through a copy
of one of Neuhaus’s articles in
German, flipped through the
pages glancing at pictures and
exclaimed, ‘now I know why they
say, a pater truan ae makil, (he
is a priest for the people) e parar
tsepte, ka ai pintsir (intelligent
and a writer). This is the Brothers’
House Pater Neuhaus built which
is now the Sisters’ Convent that
has lasted for years and here he

is with his horse.’
Note: the list of Priests to Lihir
and the spelling of their names
are not from the Catholic Mission
records.
There are other seven articles and
one booklet Fr Neuhaus wrote in
German where Simon Ziegler will
also translate to English which
are of great historic value for the
Lihirian culture.
These are the seven articles

and a booklet written by Fr Karl
Hiltruper Monatshefte 29: 393
396. PAGES: 4
Neuhaus MSC.
yy Neuhaus, K., 1932. “I yy Neuhaus, K., 1912. “The use of
magic in order to kill someone
have changed.” Hiltruper
on
Neumecklenburg.”
Monatshefte 49: 336 342.
Hiltruper Monatshefte 29: 396
PAGES: 7
398. PAGES: 3
yy Neuhaus, K., 1934. “Komat.”
Hiltruper Monatshefte 51: 263 yy Neuhaus, K., 1912. “Types of
men from Neumecklenburg
272. PAGES: 10
(Deutsche Südsee).” Hiltruper
yy Neuhaus, K., 1912. “Namatanai
Monatshefte 29: 351 355.
in
Süd-Neumecklenburg
PAGES: 5
and the Catholic mission.”
yy Neuhaus, K., 1916. “This and
that from Neumecklenburg.”
Hiltruper Monatshefte 33: 55
58, 103 106, 154 157, 200 206.
PAGES: 19
yy Neuhaus, K., 1920. “Letters of
Reverend Father K. Neuhaus,
M.S.C.,
missionary
on
Neumecklenburg.” Hiltruper
Monatshefte 37: 204 208.
PAGES: 5
yy Neuhaus,
K.,
1934.
“Observations and studies of
the Missionaries of the Sacred
Heart. Volume 1: The Supreme
Being, belief in spirits and
ghosts, perception of nature
and magic among the Pala of
Central New Ireland.”
yy Vunapope:
Druckerei
Katholische
Mission.
PAGES:
L-R: CA Officer Patrick Turuan lookes on while Enthnologist and Linguist Simon Ziegler interviews LKEA Chairman Peter Tolienkanut during the Lir Grammar Dictionary
105 .
workshop Piksa em Anasthesia Anagoro/MRPT i kisim.
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The revised LGL Tender Review Board

One
of
the
major
recommendations of the review
of commercial processes on Lihir
undertaken by PriceWaterhouse
Coopers last year was the
refocussing of the LGL Tender
Review Board. This was of major
interest to Lihirians that took part
of the review workshops.
The revised LGL Tender Review
Board (TRB) met last week for the
first time.
The TRB will initially meet
monthly, but will meet more
frequently should the need
arise. It is intended that more
and more contracts for work with
LGL will be put out to tender,
providing greater opportunities
for Lihirian companies, with the
appropriate skills and capacity
to tender equally for commercial

opportunities.
The TRB
along with the
Commercial
Engagement
Committee (CEC) and the Lihir
Business Advisory Committee
(LBAC) will work along the same
“Fair and Equitable Principles”
which underpin the commercial
engagement
between
landowners and LGL as well as
other business principals on Lihir
Island. These principles are:
a. All Lihirians should participate
in benefits from mining
activities on Lihir Island;
b. Mine affected land ownership
should have greater access
opportunities;
c. Any
business
system
established should encourage
and reward quality;
d. All process must be

transparent;
e. Decision making must involve
independence;
f. All participation must be able
to be conducted safely and in a
sustainable manner
The purpose of the TRB is to affirm
that LGL’s proposed commercial
engagements with landowner
entities have applied the Fair and
Equitable Principles, and support
the CEC in delivering commercial,
employment
and
training
opportunities to landowners.
The TRB is initially Chaired by the
LGL Manager Commercial Services
and comprises members from the
LGL departments of Contracts,
Construction, Community Affairs,
Community
Infrastructure
Development, Human Relations,
Environment and Safety. The

Crossword Puzzle 20

TRB has included the Managing
Director of Lihir Business Services
in order to ensure that Lihirian
interests are represented and
to ensure transparency of TRB
deliberations.
The underlying principles of the
TRB are:
1. Employing due process in
the allocation of contracts
addresses LGL’s sustainable
development objectives and
is compliant with Newcrest’s
contractor selection and
management policies.
2. In recognition of the interests
and legitimate expectations of
participants in the tendering
process and to ensure
contractors are selected
according to commercial
principles, LGL’s processes of
analysis of tenders and award
of contracts are transparent
and justifiable.
3. The Tender Review Board is
committed to improving the
effectiveness of the contracts
allocation process.
4. The Tender Review Board
supports the development
of
standard
operating
procedures for tendering of
contracts and the evaluation

of bids; an uplift in safety and
in performance standards
of local contractors; and
improvements in the quality
of contractor management.
To these ends the Tender Review
Board will make ongoing
assessments that:
a) bids are considered on the
basis of the Fair and Equitable
Principles;
b) contracts are awarded to
the bidder best able to
demonstrate
conformance
with the requirements of the
tender package;
c) contract
outcomes
are
delivered safely, on time, on
budget and to specification;
d) feedback
and
support
is available to improve
contractor performance.
I believe that the revised TRB
will improve the process of
awarding work contracts with
LGL and will lead to greater and
fairer participation for Lihirian
Companies.
In future editions of the Lihir I
Lamel I will report on the ongoing
conduct of the TRB and on the
achievement of the stated goals
of the TRB.

Anna Solomon ©

6 Ples bilong planim
kaikai na lukautim
ol enimal
1 Yusim long raun long Air Niugini
7 Pis
5 Bilong pulapim samting
8 Nem bilong meri
10 Gutpela
12 Pilai bilong ol
12 Lotuim
pikinini
13 Namba
14
Mani
bilong lukautim
14 Pulap
sindaun
15 Ol soldia
16 Abus bilong wara
16 Nem bilong man
18 Sotpela nem bilong strit
17 Bung bilong provin20 Pinisim pre
sal gavman
22 Mani bilong wok
19
Lep
han
23 Pasin
22 Hul i kamap long
26 I no yumi
gumi
27 Atun
28 Ges kondensesen plent long Sauten 23 Sospen bilong kuk
Hailans
26 Bilong smelim ol
30 Prodak bilong SP
samting
31 Saut Is win
29 Grup
32 Enimal
30 Ananas
33 Toksave
31 Ol rul
34 Nem bilong man
36 I ran long bik solwara
34 Galip
38 Mani bilong baim sevis
39 Nem bilong meri
40 Nesenel Alaiens Pati
42 Givim presen long haus lotu
45 Diwai kros
47 Maunten paia long Madang
50 Makim namba
52 Switpela kaikai
53 Ges bilong Papua Niugini
54 Ples san i kamap
Antap

36 Ol pipel bilong Gasel
Peninsula
37 Prut bilong dispela
diwai i gat planti
wel
39 Rula bilong Irak bipo
41 Taim Jisas i kirap bek
45 Taim long kalenda
bilong ol skul
46 Pikinini Sepik
47 Kamap narakain
52 Kumu
53 Mak bilong kompas
55 Pis
56 Draivim long rot
57 Mani bilong baim
wok
59 Mak bilong kompas

Solution 19

Daunbilo
1 Ring long fon na i no gat bekim
2 Lotuim
3 Givim mani na kisim
4 Painim wok
5 Rentim graun
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LICHP assists LRFL players get health checks
“The ultimate aim is to avoid
sporting injuries through internal
bleeding that can lead to death,”
he said.
Rugby league game is one of those
contact sports where big hit runs
occur and is more physical where
strength and energy is exerted.
“Secondly, it is to provide onsite
first aid assistance when required
during the games each week on

By Christopher Tabel

Rugby League players in the Lihir
Rugby League competition will
greatly benefit from a player
health check program with the
Lihir Island Community Health
Program (LICHP) Initiative this
year.
The Community Empowerment
Lihir Sub-district Rugby League
Medical Examination Program
was introduced to the local
competition to safeguard players
and also assist LICHP with their
community initiative to socialize
and empower the youths to realize
their potential in the community
and the games they played.
LICHP Health Education Officer
John Indoro said sports has
become one of the integral human
development for the youths on the
island and as such the Lihir Subdistrict Rugby League Association
through its president has initiated
the concept of engaging school
boys and local youths in the sport

Saturdays and Sundays,” he said.
“For LICHP our community service
through this medical exam creates
an inroad in our community
empowerment approach to go
into some communities within
the mining lease areas that were
impossible to deliver healthy
life-style in its entity,” added Mr
Indoro.

John Indoro checking a player’s blood pressure. Pic by Joe Hobo/LICHP.

of rugby league.
“As a community health program
on the island we are providing
the assistance on a voluntary
approach as our community
contribution to empower our
school boys and youths to live a
meaningful life,” said Mr Indoro.
So far three clubs have undergone
the training. These were the
Wanderers Club, the Zuen Under
17’s and the Under 19’s Clubs.

Mr Indoro added that the
approach used for checking the
players for each club was through
having fixed dates set by the club
president.
“To have players present on
the playing ground for our
team of four to examine each
player for any enlarged spleen
(splenomegaly) and high blood
pressure (hypertension) reading,” Tim checking the Under 19’s players’ blood pressure at the Londolovit Oval. Pic by
he said.
Joe Hobo/LICHP.

Lihir Rugby league attracts large crowds to Londolovit Oval

Member of visiting team Kavieng Northern Eagles, trying to run with the ball past Lihir team defenders during a friendly match to promote rugby league in the province. Pic by Anasthesia Angoro/MRPT.
By Anasthesia Angoro

A new breed of players entering
the Lihir Rugby League
Association’s off season matches
have attracted a large crowd to
the games held every Sunday at
the Londolovit sports field.
This new breed are young men
who have just left school or are

still in school. They do not have
the weight like the veterans
of the game but they have the
speed and their passing skills are
incredible.
The challenge for these young
men is to master their tackling
strategy to win over their heavier
opponents.
In the first match of the Under

19’s division, making their debut
in the LRLA scene was underdogs
Zuen United and the reigning
champions Put-put Rebels.
The underdogs proved to be too
fast for the reigning premiers
beating them 12 points to 8.
Put-put Crushers played Eastern
Wanderers in the next match and
came out the victors scoring 3

tries to one by the Wanderers.
In the opening match of the
A-Grade division, Put-put Rebels
proved to be the top team in
the match defeating Papuan
Brothers, also a new team on the
scene.
Five other matches were played
on the same day and by the time
the last match was played, more

than 150 people had turned up to
watch the games.
LRLA Interim Chairman Nick
Lerau said he is getting more
interested players coming in to
play, most of them still in grade
school therefore he plans to start
an under 15’s division if enough
interest is generated to form
teams.
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Namatanai Distict mini games hosted
on Lihir Island hailed a success
By Christopher Tabel

The Namatanai District mini
Games was a huge success both
as an event and in identifying
talented sports men and women
from Namatanai’s five LLGs to take
part in the New Ireland games
tournament next month.
This was the message from
NSDG Lihir Tournament Director
Joel Reuben during the closing
ceremony of the week-long
games.
“On behalf of the organizing
committee I would like to thank
our stakeholders, the youths,
organizers, Lihir Gold Limited,
the Lihir Mining Landowners
Association and Nationwide
Catering Services for making
the overall tournament a huge
success,” he said.
The games were facilitated by
the Artotolam Youth and Sports
Committee.
“The outcome of the games was
very impressive, especially with
the performance shown by the
players in their respective codes,”

Team Medals Tally
Nimamar Local Level Government
Tanir Local Level Government
Namatanai Local Level Government
Central New Ireland Local Level Government

Bronze
10
2
4
0

Silver
10
6
1
3

Gold
7
2
0
0

Total
27
10
5
3

Team Tanir in the red uniform get ready to return serve the ball that was spiked over the net to their side of the court by team Nimamar in the black uniform. Pic by
Christopher Tabel/MRPT.

said Mr Reuben.
Meanwhile, Namatanai District
Mini Games Council Chairman
Patrick Siang encouraged the
selected players to be disciplined
as sports men and women and
to train well with the goal of
winning the provincial games.
“On behalf of the Namatanai
district mini games committee and

the director of this tournament
I would like to encourage our
selected players to train well to
represent Namatanai district in
the new Ireland provincial games,
in July,” he said.
The selection process was
conducted at the end of the weeklong district mini games by the
games committee on 22nd June

at Londolovit.
“In a lot of sports, people play
their hearts out on the courts
and fields in the true spirit of
sportsmanship. They play with
the aim of winning, and it was a
challenging process of selecting
players from the pool of talent
shown throughout the games,”
said Mr Siang.

The five LLGs that took part were,
Nimamar, Namatanai, Konoagil,
Tanir and Central New Ireland.
“We’re very happy to see an
improvement in the players’
standards as compared to
previous years,” added Mr Siang.
There will be 27 codes
representing Namatanai district
in the provincial games.

Parents and children lace up for the 2012 Trukai Fun Run
By Christopher Tabel

Participants in the 2011 Trukai Fun Run. File pic/MRPT.

The event that brings PNG to its
feet, the 2012 Trukai Fun Run is
gearing up for another successful
year as preparations are finalised
for the 8th July events at
Londolovit and Mahur island.
The 2012 Fun Run is a joint effort
by Lihir Youth & Sports Association
(Artotolam) with the assistance of
Lihir Gold’s Community Planning
and Development section.
2012 Fun Run Committee
Chairperson John Geon, also
Lihir Youth & Sports Association
Chairperson, said there is an
increase in this year’s sponsors
compared to previous years

indicating a positive response
from sponsors and business
houses on the island.
“We are very thankful to all our
sponsors for purchasing T-shirts
and the support they are providing
and look forward to a big turnout
this year,” he said.
Last year’s Trukai Fun Run saw
over 800 participants from
both Londolovit and Mahur, an
increasse to the 2010 event.
The 2012 Fun Run committee
playing key roles in the organising
of the event include Artotolam,
Lihir Police, ISOS, NIPA, Subdistrict Health, LICHP, NIPA CDO,
NCS Functions and Recreation,
Lihir High School and Lihir Gold’s

Occupational Health and Safety,
Transport and MRPT sections.
This year marks the 13th year of
Trukai Industries Ltd’s backing of
the Fun Run event.
The Fun Run itself has been in
existence for the past 29 years,
starting in 1983, sponsored by SP
Brewery and subsequently under
their soft drink franchise of Pepsi
before Trukai took over in 2000.
Proceeds raised are sent to
the Papua New Guinea Sports
Federation to send athletes
overseas to attend sporting
events such as the South Pacific
Games, the Arafura Games and
the Olympic Games.
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